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Summary1 1 

Inn 1994 and 1995 large-scale excavations were undertaken by the municipal De-
partmentt for Heritage and Archaeology of Alkmaar inside the Church of Saint 
Lawrence,, during an extensive restoration project. The aims were the study of 
possiblee foundations of earlier church-buildings and research of the graves. The 
excavationss were very succesfull, which was also due to the participation of a 
largee group of students and volunteers in the fieldwork and to the fine coopera-
tionn with the architect and the constructor of the restoration works. In the years 
followingg the excavations three reports were published concerning: a find of pot-
teryy wasters from the second or third century AD (Bitter: in Bitter, Boulonois and 
Dee Ridder 1996), textile finds (Bitter 1999, with an English summary) and an ex-
tensivee physical anthropological study (Baetsen 2001, with an English summary). 
Inn 2002 two articles were published (Bitter 2002a and Bitter 2002b), that became 
thee basis for this doctor's thesis. 

Thee thesis consists of two parts. Part A describes the archaeology and history of 
thee church before 1470 (the present-day church was built in 1470 to 1520, re-
placingg the earlier buildings that were the subject of the excavations). Part B 
dealss with burial practices inside the church in the eighteenth and early nine-
teenthh centuries. 

Inn the first chapter of part A the archaeological remains of the predecessors of 
thee church of Saint Lawrence are described. Reconstructions of the consecutive 
buildingg phases have been made by comparing other churches. In the following 
chapterss the available scanty historical records are surveyed and the role of the 
churchh in the urban development of Alkmaar is analyzed. The archaeological 
tracess have been divided in eight periods and in the plans (pp.28 and 35) the re-
mainss are given an identification code consisting of the period number with an 
alphabeticall  indication. They are described in detail in an appendix (Bijlage 1). 

Thee oldest finds are locally-made pottery wasters and fragments possibly of a 
removablee oven-cover from the second or third century AD (excavation: period 
1).. The article in which these finds have been published is reproduced as an ap-
pendixx to this thesis (Part A Bijlage 3- see figs. 1.2-1.8). Some other traces can 
roughlyy be dated somewhere in the tenth to twelfth centuries (period 2), 
amongstt others some post-holes without identifiable lay-out. These even might 
antedatee any church construction. 

11 With a word of thanks to R. van Wilgen, who kindly corrected the first English version. 
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Thee remains of several building phases of the church were excavated, dating 
beforee 1470. As the groundplan is very incomplete, the outlines of the building 
duringg these phases can only roughly be reconstructed (reconstruction drawings 
aree on p.41). The oldest remains belong to a tufa building with a western tower 
(periodd 3). With a width of 13.2 meters (outside measurements) and an approx-
imatee length (including the tower and a hypothetical choir) of roughly 40 to 43 
meters,, it was extraordinary large in comparison with the other tufa Romanesque 
churchess known from the mediaeval county of Holland. I propose a reconstruc-
tionn as a basilica with a small choir. The archaeological finds offer no clues as to 
thee construction date, but it must antedate the introduction of brick in the late 
twelfthh of early thirteenth century. In the late thirteenth or early fourteenth cen-
turyy the tufa tower was replaced by a brick enlargement of the church (period 4). 
Thee foundations were found of a large brick tower, too, but this perhaps was 
neverr erected beyond the first floor. Later, in period 5, a new tower was built on 
thee same foundations. As these buildings must have been built in Gothic style 
withh a better technology in brick, it is assumed that from this period buildings 
withh a width of 13 meters are covered by a single roof instead of the basilical re-
constructionn of the earlier church. In the fourteenth century enlargements were 
addedd to the south side of the church (periods 5 and 6). Their foundations were 
laterr re-used in the foundations of the southern chapels of the present-day 
churchh and are therefore well-preserved. The present-day church, labelled pe-
riodd 8, is not discribed in this thesis, but some attention is paid to the remains of 
aa huge tower foundation (period 7/8) that was discovered in 1895 outside the 
church,, with an amazing width of 15 to 15.5 meters (without even taking the 
radiall  buttresses on the corners into account; the 1895 plan is on p.55). Parts of 
thesee foundations were excavated in 1970 by the State Service for Archeological 
Research. . 

Inn chapter 2 a survey is made of the historical and archaeological sources on the 
churchh and her possible role in the early development of Alkmaar. The earliest 
writtenn source about the church is in the famous church list in the Gospelbook 
off  Echternach from the early eleventh century. Archaeological finds from the 
townn centre show that the settlement of Alkmaar was developed from the early 
tenthh century onward. The earliest mention of the settlement in written sources 
alsoo point to that period. Soon the settlement covered a large area of several 
hectaress (compare the map on p.60: B=tenth-century settlement, C=eleventh/ 
twelfth-centuryy settlement). From the distribution of excavated settlement re-
mainss it can be deduced that the first church was erected adjacent to the then ex-
istingg settlement. Perhaps the dedication to Saint Lawrence points to a date after 
955,, when this saint got particular interest from the German king Otto I after his 
victoryy over the Hungarians in the battle at the Lechfeld. I assume that the tufa 
buildingg is not the oldest church but perhaps a rebuilding of an earlier church 
that,, according to written sources, was burned down twice, in 1132 and 1169. 
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Mostt likely the first church was a wooden building. The church of Alkmaar is one 
off  the churches in the county of Holland that was the subject of a conflict be-
tweenn the Abbey of Echternach and the Abbey of Egmond, the latter backed by 
thee count of Holland. Apparently the count of Holland had founded the church 
andd originaly donated it to the Abbey of Echternach, remaining in control of the 
dailyy affairs, however, as an advocate. Probably the church antedates the found-
ingg of the abbey of Egmond in about 980 for otherwise the count surely would 
havee donated the church to his "private abbey" (eigenklooster) from the start. In 
thee late tenth century the Abbey of Echternach had lost grip on many of their 
possessionss in Holland and Flanders and the count had re-donated several 
churchess to his abbey of Egmond. Despite the support of the German king and 
thee bishop of Utrecht, the Abbey of Echternach never really regained their rights 
andd the conflict dragged on until a financial settlement was agreed upon in 1156. 
Meanwhile,, at an unknown date but probably before 1116, the church had be-
comee the parish church of Alkmaar. 

Adjacentt to the church was once a group of buildings known as the High 
Housee (Hooge Huijs). In an excavation taking place in 1995 in the northwestern 
cornerr of the former yard of the Hooge Huijs an impressive defensive moat was 
discovered.. As the finds from the moat date from the eleventh or twelfth centu-
ry,, it is assumed that the Hoge Huijs originally was a court (curtis), perhaps 
foundedd by the count of Holland. The fillin g of this moat resembles that of the 
churchyardd moat discovered in the 1994-1995 excavation (trace 3/4H), which 
mightt imply that the founding of the court could have been contemporary with 
thee erection of the tufa church. In a drawing by Cornelis Drebbel on his famous 
mapp of Alkmaar of 1597 it can be seen that a brick tower once stood in the cen-
tree of the site (p.73, top). The wings added to this tower were replaced in the first 
halff  of the seventeenth century and are shown in three contemporary drawings 
fromm before 1754, when the buildings were demolished (pp.73-74). Based on this 
information,, a tentative reconstruction map of the area has been made (p.77: 
l=Hoogee Huijs in 1597 and -dotted line- in 1660/1673, 2=moat found in 1995, 
3=churchyardd moat). I suspect that the erection of the impressive tufa church 
wass part of a larger scheme involving the founding of this court, with the count 
ass the most likely candidate for their construction, perhaps after his victory on 
thee rebellious West-Frisians in 1133 or 1169. 

Inn chapter 3 attention is paid not only to the building history of the church, but 
alsoo to my latest views on the urban development of Alkmaar. Already in the 
twelfthh century there are a few sources about a market at Alkmaar, where tolls 
weree levied and grain was traded in quantities that are described in an Alkmaar 
measurement.. The citizens obtained the town's rights (that mainly dealt with the 
assertionn of local government) from the count in 1254 and around 1300 the town 
wass defended by brick town walls and gates (pp.99 and 101, bottom). In 1339 
theyy gained the right to hold three yearmarkets and in 1379 they received per-
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missionn for a fourth. From the various excavations it can be deduced that Alk-
maarr was "booming" in the fourteenth century and the built area was rapidly ex-
pandedd (p.95: reconstruction map of Alkmaar about 1400). The next century 
apparentlyy did not lead to such building activities, but between 1470 and 1550 
thee town again must have about doubled in size and prosperity (p. 104 and 107: 
mapss of about 1561 and 1573). 

Thee urban development of Alkmaar can be linked to the development of mar-
kett systems as a result of the transformation of the countryside. In the northern 
partss of North Holland the reclamation of peat commenced as early as the eighth 
century.. The dehydration of the peat lead to oxydization of the botanical sub-
stancess and to the lowering of the surface level until close to the ground water 
table,, making the self-providing system of mixed agrarian productivity virtually 
impossible.. The ecological conditions caused the peat farmers to specialize in 
summerr grains and cattle or even give up agriculture altogether and change to 
fishing,, shipping, peat digging or other non-agrarian activities. Much is known 
fromm both historical and archaeological research from these developments in 
thee great peat regions in the south of Holland, that were reclaimed centuries 
laterr than the north of Holland and where specialization and urbanization real-
lyy took off in the fourteenth century. I suspect, however, that the very early recla-
mationss in the north also must have caused a very early change to agrarian spe-
cialization.. This not only involved the peat and clay areas, where cattle farming 
begann to dominate, but also the sandy coastal regions where a specialization in 
grainn production developed. Hence, a regional market developed at Alkmaar 
duringg the tenth to twelfth century. This reformation of the agrarian system in all 
thee peat areas of Holland slowly kept its pace with the progressive reclamation of 
alll  the peat in the course of the eighth to fourteenth centuries, but started in the 
north.. This process was accelerated in the twelfth and thirteenth century by the 
intrusionn of the sea and by massive floods that not only resulted in major land-
lossess but also in the covering of large areas with a layer of sticky brackish clay. In 
thee thirteenth century Holland started grain imports and in the fourteenth cen-
turyy the whole market system changed when interregional trade developed. In 
Alkmaar,, for instance, in 1339 toll arrangements were made for visitors from 
Denmark,, Brabant and Flanders. It appears that already in that period the ox 
tradee system, that was to dominate the countryside of northern Holland in the 
sixteenthh cenrury, was developed. Danish-bred oxes were bought in the spring 
"meagree ox markets", fattened during the summer on pastures in the peat-and-
clayy regions of Holland, and sold during the autumn "fat ox markets" for local 
(urban)) meat consumption and for export to the south. Milk , butter and (rapid-
lyy gaining dominance after about 1550) cheese were the other major agrarian 
exportt products of the Holland countryside. 

Mostt likely the building phases of the church after the thirteenth century were 
alll  founded by the townsmen of Alkmaar. The "church factory" (kerkfabriek) in 
thee fifteenth century was led by the "church masters" (kerkmeesters) who also were 
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memberss of the town's council. There are indications that this church factory al-
readyy existed before the middle of the fourteenth century. One of the enlarge-
mentss on the southern side of periods 5 and 6, resulting in a "double church", 
mustt be identified with a historically mentioned founding of a church dedicated 
too Saint Mathias adjacent to the church of Saint Lawrence in 1382. The type of 
brickk used in period 5 was also found on a corner of the tower. Apparently the 
constructionn of the tower that had begun in period 4 until then had hardly 
reachedd ground level. 

Thee archaeological information of 1994-1995 leads to a review of the interpre-
tationn of the remains of the enormous tower foundation, that was discovered out-
sidee the western facade of the present-day Church of Saint Lawrence in 1895. It 
oncee was identified with a tower known from written sources that was built in 
14588 to 1468 and that had collapsed shortly after the positioning of the church 
bellss (period 7). This building accident had led to the demolition of the appar-
entlyy badly damaged church buildings and to the erection of the present-day 
gothicc church in 1470-1520 (period 8). When overviewing the excavation plans, 
however,, it can now be argued that the enormous tower foundation was part of 
ann unfinished tower that was planned for the church of 1470-1520. The tower 
fromm 1458-1468 must have been erected on the existing tower foundations of pe-
riodss 4 and 5. The very scanty historical sources can be re-interpreted according-
ly.. This also sheds new light on a peculiar painting that is kept in the present-day 
church,, depicting the church of 1470-1520 provided with a tower (see p. 129). 
Thee oak panel of this painting has recently been dated dendrochronologically 
laterr than 1502. It now appears that the church masters indeed had started the 
buildingg of a new tower, but did not succeed in financing more than its founda-
tions. . 

Partt B of the thesis deals with quite another subject, as the archeological grave 
findss were the starting point for an extensive research of the written sources on 
buriall  practices in the church of Alkmaar. From the Middle Ages until 1830, 
whenn a new cemetary (the Algemene Begraafplaats) was opened outside the town 
centre,, the church interior as well as the churchyard provided the town's main 
cemetary.. The church floor still completely consists of original tombstones in 
theirr original 17th-century lay-out, many of which are decorated and inscribed, 
eachh tombstone also being provided with an engraved administrative number. In 
total,, 901 coffins and 62 bone-boxes were excavated. Owing to a very careful 
excavationn strategy and the fact that the church administration still exists in the 
locall  archives, about 300 of the excavated individuals were identified (see the 
appendixx bijlage 1). The identications were verified by physical anthropological 
data.. Due to the intensive use of the available space in the period, they all date 
fromm the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. 

Basedd on research of a variety of written records, the first chapter of part B 
offerss a description of the way the church masters {kerkmeesters), the vicar and the 
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gravee digger organized the burials in the church and churchyard. The historical 
recordss on the "making of the grave" {maken van het graf) were compared to the 
archaeologicall  data. Apart from those buried in one of the only six vaulted bur-
iall  chambers, all deceased were interred in wooden coffins in the sandy subsoil of 
thee church. Underneath each tombstone several persons could have been buried 
byy stacking the coffins on top of eachother. In average one to four coffins were 
excavatedd under a single tombstone, but sometimes even up to 8 coffins were un-
covered.. According to the grave administration books the respective graves were 
clearedd when there was no room for a new burial. All the bones underneath the 
tombstonee then were collected and either deposited in the "bone shack" (benen-
hok)hok) outside the church or re-enterred in a small "bone box" {beenderkist), usual-
lyy underneath the same tombstone. The bone-boxes excavated contained re-
mainss from one to fifteen persons. The bone-boxes and children's graves that 
weree excavated in the spaces along the edges of the floor, surprisingly proved to 
bee unregistered in any administration by the church masters. 

Fromm 1751 to 1830 there was a system for a "general maintenance" of the 
churchh floor that was made necessary by the continuous digging of graves, the 
costt of which was paid by the owners of the graves. About even eighth year all 
tombstoness were removed, the ones broken in more than three parts were re-
newed,, the ground was leveled with sand and the tombstones were meticulously 
returnedd in their original positions. 

Thee burials inside the church provided a major source of income for the 
churchh masters, who financed one third to half of the costs of maintenance and 
repairss of the church building and the payment of personel from the prices that 
weree raised for the making of the grave and for special funeral arrangements 
suchh as tolling of church bells, fines for the funeral party arriving (on purpose, 
offf  course) "too late" in church, the placing of coats-of-arms with a memorial text 
onn the church walls close to the grave, or a funeral by evening or by night instead 
off  in the afternoon. The church masters also received profits from the way they 
chargedd the grave owners for the costs of the periodical general maintenance of 
thee church floor. These incomes of the church deminished rapidly towards the 
endd of the eighteenth century as many of the private owners of the graves gave 
upp ownership and resorted to unmarked graves in the much cheaper public 
churchyard.. Thus eventually burial in church became an exquisitely elite cus-
tom.. Much to my surprise, it became clear that this had not been the case in the 
seventeenthh and eighteenth century. Around 1750 about half of all burials took 
placee inside the church. The administration of the periodical floor maintenance 
demonstratess that until 1780-1800 about 1200 to 1350 graves were owned by citi-
zenss of Alkmaar. Note, that the town by then had about 1800 households. Burial 
inn the graveyard instead of inside the church in those days must have been des-
ignatedd a sign of poverty! 

Inn the second chapter a reconstruction is made of the burial customs in Alkmaar, 
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basedd on various historical sources and the archaeological data. Archaeology not 
onlyy served to verify the written sources, but also provided unique information 
e.g.. on the dressing up of the body, the provision of the coffin with handles or 
withh initials of the deceased with copper nails on the lid, or the use of coins. Most 
authorss on burial customs of the eighteenth century follow the elaborate descrip-
tionn of the customs of the province of Holland made by Le Francq van Berkhey 
inn 1776, sometimes adding information from regions outside Holland or from 
ratherr unsystematical research of written sources. The picture thus created needs 
too be corrected on several points, at least insofar as Alkmaar is concerned. 

Thee mourning decoration of the house, announcement of the burial, invita-
tionn of the participants to the funeral party and the funeral itself were usually 
arrangedd by the neighbours in co-operation with an aanspreker (a type of profes-
sionall  undertaker). In the richer households the neighbours could be replaced 
byy house personnel. In some professions the guilds played a role, for instance 
withh fellow members acting as carriers of the coffin and the use of the guild's fu-
nerall  equipment. Although there are detailed regulations available on the shape, 
materialss and prices of coffins, the written sources almost lack any information 
onn the handles. In the excavation coffins with handles proved to be concentrated 
mainlyy in the choir, in the Calvinistic (!) church apparently still the area for more 
prestigiouss burials. In the church administration, however, there is no indication 
off  any differentiation between separate parts of the church interior as the tariffs 
weree equal throughout the whole church. 

Too our great surprise many graves rendered finds of textiles, probably due to 
aridd conditions: inside a building in a sandy soil. Preserved are only the faunal 
fibress of wool and silk, the botanical fibres of linen, cotton and flax (sowing 
threads)) had all dissolved. Most of the textile objects were mere fragments but 
aboutt 40 objects were largely or completely preserved. Although historical 
sourcess stress the custom of burying the dead in their "sleeping outfit", a large 
amountt of clothing was found in the graves. The majority, however, are part of 
thee underwear (e.g. most bodices are of plain woollen cloth and not felt) and 
mayy have been worn in bed over the night shirt or over the death shroud. Still, 
sometimess the dead were more dressed up. The clothes found were quite often 
wornn and repaired many times. Apparently, originally luxurious formal wear 
laterr was used up as daily wear (neglige) in the house, to end up as bed clothing. 
Onlyy littl e jewellery was found in the graves. There are three extraordinary 
gravess of Catholic priests, who were buried with their full professional outfit, not 
onlyy garments like the chasuble, stola and tunica, but also with a wig and priests' 
hatt (bonnet), as well as slippers on their feet. Probably with the events of Judge-
mentt Day in mind, the priests all were buried with their heads to the east (thus in 
Resurrectionn facing west), whereas the common graves were all orientated in the 
otherr direction. 

Forr a funeral several attributes could be rented, such as the bier from the church, 
thee cloth covering the coffin and mourning clothing such as men's funeral man-
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tiess from the orphanage, a hearse or (for children) a sled from a local inn-keeper, 
tablewaree and other utensils for the funeral meal afterwards from specialized shops 
orr from the widows of undertakers. According to Le Francq van Berkhey and cor-
roboratedd by pictorial evidence, the burial itself was rather unceremonious, with 
thee funeral party after entering the church heading directly to the open grave where 
onlyy a very brief ceremony was held. Funerals were attended by men only. Re-
markably,, in the excavated graves no difference could be noticed between the Cal-
vinistic,, Catholic or other religious groups. Although about a third of the deceased 
mustt have been catholics, there wasn't a single find of a rosary, a small cross or a 
badge.. In 15 graves a coin was found, sometimes placed in the mouth, in the hand 
orr on the eyes. A few of these graves were identified and the use proved to be prac-
tisedd by calvinists as well as catholics. A large number of coins, almost all of the 
smallestt copper currencies, was found in the worked soil around the coffins and 
itt is assumed that these came from cleared coffins and therefore also reminiscence 
thee habit of giving "a coin for Saint Peter". 

Thee third chapter gives an analysis of differences in burial customs between social 
groupss and changes during the period 1750-1830, mainly based on the Middel of> 
BegravenBegraven (a tax levied by the Province of Holland based on the estimated financial 
incomee of the deceased, to be paid before the funeral), the grave administration 
off  the church in the begraajhoeken and the specifications of burial costs {doodsschul-
den)den) in inventories that were made up for the division of heritage. 

Especiallyy from the inventories it became clear that the elite invested large 
sumss of money (some even 500 to 1000 guilders) in prestigious funerals with a 
largee escort of aansprekers, carriers of the coffin and formally dressed house per-
sonnell  and invited guests, with tolling of bells and arriving "too late" in church, 
thee placing of coats-of-arms and, last but not least, an elaborate funeral meal af-
terwards.. In the middle of the eighteenth century there also was a medium group 
off  burials with a smaller funeral party, tolling of bells and arriving too late, but 
thee majority had plain funerals without these "extra's". Unfortunately, the men-
tionn of burial costs in the inventories practically came out of use in the third 
quarterr of the century. Still, from several sources the picture emerged that the 
funeralss became much more sobre in the late eighteenth century until 1830. 

Inn general sttidies on burial customs much emphasis is laid on the introduc-
tionn of the hearse and on burials by evening or by night for the elite in the sec-
ondd half of the century. In Alkmaar, however, the use of a hearse was extremely 
raree until as late as 1830, when the Algemene Begraafplaats outside of town was 
openedd and burial inside or near the church ceased. Burial by evening only be-
camee popular when, in 1796, the tariff for this "extra" was lowered from 60 to 8 
guilders.. Shortly afterward, a new custom appeared, namely burial shortly before 
sunset,, at the same tariff. Funerals at this hour, thus far unknown from any study 
off  burial customs of the period, soon became general use for burials inside the 
churchh that, by the way, meanwhile had been reduced to only the elite. 
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Thee marked change in burial customs already started more than a decade be-
foree the occupation of the Netherlands by the French in 1795 and can not be in-
terpretedd as the result of the enforced revolutionary ideas in the French period. 
Thee major cause of the funerals rapidly becoming more sobre and of many peo-
plee losing ownership of graves inside the church, must have been the deep eco-
nomicc recession that took a grip of Holland from the start of the English War in 
17800 and continued even past the dramatic French period (1795-1813). These 
changess were not caused by a change of mentality that was initiated in France, es-
peciallyy Paris from the middle of the century. Here a change of attitude towards 
deathh and burial rites resulted in the founding of new cemetaries outside towns 
andd unconnected to churches. In Holland, however, this change in mentality 
rarelyy came further than words on paper and in debates.. The main changes came 
whenn finally, in 1827, the government abolished burial from towns, the strongest 
argumentss for which were connected with health perils, demanding the erection 
off  new cemetaries outside towns like the Algemene Begraafplaats in Alkmaar that 
wass opened in 1830. 
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